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ONTARIO 

HUMAN RIGHTS TRIBUNAL 

 

B E T W E E N :  

 

BORDERLAND PRIDE, the NORTHERN ONTARIO PRIDE NETWORK,  

DOUGLAS W. JUDSON, and KATIE SHOEMAKER 

Applicants 

 

- and - 

 

 

THE TOWNSHIP OF EMO, HAROLD McQUAKER,  

HARROLD BOVEN, and WARREN TOLES 

Respondents 

 

 

SCHEDULE “A” TO THE APPLICATION 

1. Overview 

1. The applicants Borderland Pride [“BP”], the Northern Ontario Pride Network [“NOPN”], 

Douglas W. Judson, and Katie Shoemaker [together, “Applicants”] commence this application 

under section 34 of the Human Rights Code [“Code”].1  

2. BP is an LGBTQ22 Pride organization in Northwestern Ontario that organizes programming 

and events that promote LGBTQ2 diversity and inclusion and the equality of LGBTQ2 people 

in the communities of the Rainy River District, including the respondent Township of Emo 

[“Municipality”]. 

3. The Municipality provides the service of adopting resolutions from its council [“Council”] for 

various community organizations, causes, and events of significance. It has routinely done so, 

like many municipalities, for several community initiatives. 

 
1 Human Rights Code, R.S.O. 1990, c. H.19 [“Code”] at s. 34. 
2 LGBTQ2 is an acronym referring to lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans, queer/questioning, and two-spirit. 
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4. In 2018, 2019, and 2020, BP requested resolutions from the Municipality proclaiming certain 

dates in celebration of Pride, and affirming the inclusion, equality, and acceptance of LGBTQ2 

people in the community.  

5. In 2018, the Council adopted the resolution as presented. 

6. In 2019, the Council adopted the resolution, but only after deleting the resolution’s LGBTQ2-

supportive language and all references to LGBTQ2 people, and their inclusion and equality. 

7. In 2020, the Council refused to adopt the resolution altogether. The individuals named as 

respondents [together, “Individual Respondents”] are members of the Council who voted 

against the resolution, causing its defeat by a recorded vote of 3-2. 

8. During the debate on the resolution and in public and media comments, statements were made 

by the Individual Respondents which make clear that homophobia was the only reason behind 

the decision to deny BP their requested resolution. No legitimate, good faith reasons were ever 

articulated by the Municipality or the Individual Respondents for refusing to adopt the 

resolution in 2020. 

9. By denying BP their requested resolution in 2019 and 2020 on the basis of LGBTQ2 identity 

and promotion of LGBTQ2 equality and social inclusion, the Municipality and the Individual 

Respondents discriminated against BP in the provision of a service on the basis of sexual 

orientation, gender identity, gender expression, family status, and creed (religion).3 

10. The Applicants seek an order under section 45.2 of the Code, for the relief described below.4 

 
3 Code at s. 1. 
4 Code at s. 45.2 
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2. Facts 

A. The Parties 

11. BP is a non-profit corporation constituted under the Canada Not-for-profit Corporations Act.5 

It is the LGBTQ2 Pride organization serving the communities of the Rainy River District, 

including the Town of Fort Frances, the Township of Emo, the Town of Rainy River, and 

several adjacent Treaty #3 First Nation communities in Northwestern Ontario.  

12. NOPN is a non-profit corporation constituted under the Canada Not-for-profit Corporations 

Act.6 NOPN provides a supportive network and forum for LGBTQ2 communities and their 

Pride organizations across Northern Ontario to connect with one another, exchange ideas, and 

support one another through advocacy, community-building, and to advance issues reflecting 

the unique challenges of LGBTQ2 people in Ontario’s north. 

13. Mr. Judson is a gay man who grew up in Emo, Ontario and lived there until he was 17 years 

old. He attended elementary school in the Municipality. His parents, grandparents, and siblings 

continue to live and work in the community. He lives with his same-sex partner in nearby Fort 

Frances, Ontario. Mr. Judson currently serves as a director on the board of BP and as co-chair 

of its annual Pride festival and related programming.  

14. Ms. Shoemaker is a lesbian who lives in Emo, Ontario with her wife and their children. Ms. 

Shoemaker works as a geological technician at a mine. Her immediate and extended family 

live in the Emo area.  

15. The Municipality is a municipal government constituted under the Municipal Act, 2001.7   

 
5 Canada Not-for-profit Corporations Act, S.C. 2009, c. 23. 
6 Ibid. 
7 Municipal Act, 2001, S.O. 2001, c. 25 [“Municipal Act”]. 
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16. The Individual Respondents are Mayor Harold McQuaker, Councillor Harrold Boven, and 

Councillor Warren Toles, who are three members of the five-member Council.8 

B. Background on Pride in the Rainy River District 

17. Pride festivals and events promote the self-affirmation, dignity, equality, and increased 

visibility of LGBTQ2 people as a social group. Conceptually, ‘Pride’, as opposed to shame 

and stigma, seeks to ameliorate the historic and continuing injustices, inequity, and persecution 

experienced by LGBTQ2 people, to show community support for LGBTQ2 inclusion and 

acceptance, and to observe the achievements, struggles, and contributions of LGBTQ2 people. 

18. While Pride has been a longstanding celebration and large-scale event presence in major urban 

centres, it is a growing movement in rural Canada, including in the Rainy River District.  

19. BP was founded as an unincorporated association, in July 2017, and became incorporated in 

January 2019. BP’s objectives are to: 

a. Provide information and resources to community members on LGBTQ2 issues; 

b. Build community among LGBTQ2 people and their allies in the Borderland region; 

c. Boost the visibility of LGBTQ2 people in the community; 

d. Identify, creating, and supporting programming needs for LGBTQ2A people in the 

region; and 

e. Advocate for LGBTQ2 equality and inclusion and promoting diversity in the 

community. 

20. BP spearheads several events and initiatives which align with these goals. It does so in 

partnership with various public and private sector partners in the community. BP’s landmark 

 
8 The other members of the council [“Council”] of the Township of Emo [“Municipality”], who are not named as 

respondents, are Councillor Lori-Ann Shortreed and Councillor Lincoln Dunn. Councillor Shortreed and Councillor 

Dunn supported the resolution requested by Borderland Pride [“BP”]. 
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event (and focus of its efforts) is its annual Pride festival, which includes educational, 

awareness-building, artistic, entertainment, and advocacy events for community members, as 

well as related Indigenous programming. 

21. Pride was first celebrated in the region in July 2018. June 2020 marks BP’s third Pride festival. 

Mr. Judson has co-chaired the Pride festival with his partner every year since BP was founded. 

22. BP is a member of the NOPN. 

C. 2018, 2019, and 2020 Requests for Municipal Resolutions 

23. In the lead up to its 2018, 2019, and 2020 Pride festivals, BP contacted the municipal councils 

in its catchment area with requests for resolutions proclaiming the dates of their festival (as 

‘Pride Week’ or ‘Pride Month’), affirming the community’s values of diversity, inclusion, and 

acceptance of LGBTQ2 people, and asking that they raise or display a rainbow flag (an 

internationally-recognized symbol of LGBTQ2 Pride). 

24. In 2018, BP wrote to the Municipality, enclosing the text of the requested resolution and a 

rainbow flag. The Municipality adopted the resolution, as presented. 

25. In 2019, BP again wrote to the Municipality, enclosing the text of their requested resolution. 

The composition of the Council had since changed, as a result of the October 2018 municipal 

election. The current Council deleted all of the supportive language from the resolution related 

to LGBTQ2 people and their inclusion, and adopted their own watered-down, one-sentence 

version.  

26. On April 29, 2020, BP wrote to the Municipality to request a resolution in support of its 2020 

Pride festival. The letter, and resolution, outlined the purpose of LGBTQ2 Pride and set out 

the importance for local government leaders to recognize LGBTQ2 Pride and signal their sense 

of inclusion and welcome to LGBTQ2-identifying people. 
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27. BP’s letter asked council to adopt the resolution declaring June as ‘Pride Month’ in the 

Municipality, and to fly, raise, or display a rainbow flag for one week in June. 

28. The requested resolution was substantively similar to the one adopted by the Municipality in 

2018, and the one requested in 2019. 

D. The May 12 Meeting of Council 

29. The Municipality tabled BP’s letter and attached resolution for the May 12, 2020 meeting of 

its Council. As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, the council meeting was held over Zoom. 

Members of the public were able to attend the meeting remotely.  

30. When the meeting reached BP’s item on the agenda, discussion was opened by Councillor 

Lincoln Dunn. He read from prepared remarks about why it was important for the Municipality 

to support this request. Councillor Dunn highlighted the need to affirm the equality and 

visibility of the LGBTQ2 community, to offer support to them, and to celebrate the diversity 

the LGBTQ2 community brings to Emo. 

31. Councillor Dunn and Councillor Lori-Ann Shortreed moved and seconded the resolution, as 

presented by BP. 

32. During discussion of the resolution: 

a. Mayor McQuaker stated that his basis for refusing to support the requested resolution 

was that there was no equivalent flag or celebration for “straight Pride”; 

b. Councillor Boven attempted to delay consideration of the item to a future meeting 

despite having notice that it was on the agenda, and insisted that Municipality either 

had a policy against providing any support resolution or should adopt one (the 

Municipality has no such policy); and 

c. Councillor Toles stated that he was only prepared to support a resolution similar to that 

from the previous year, from which all references to LGBTQ2 people were removed. 
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33. The Individual Respondents each cast a “nay” vote, causing the resolution to be defeated 3-2. 

The vote was recorded, at the request of Councillor Dunn. 

E. Events Following the May 12 Meeting 

34. After the May 12 meeting, BP issued a media release expressing its disappointment in the 

Council’s decision. The release outlined the importance of the Municipality’s human rights 

obligations and the impact that this denial would have on LGBTQ2 people (particularly the 

younger members of the LGBTQ2 community). Denial of this simple form of recognition has 

the effect of making an already isolated and vulnerable community even more so.  

35. In an interview with local media, Mayor McQuaker defended his position with reference to 

“LGBTQ lifestyles” and the “good, Christian” community of Emo as reasons for his vote. 

These comments were reproduced in print and on television in the community and wider 

region, and were repeated in interviews with national media. 

F. Petition and Request for Reconsideration Submitted to Council 

36. Following the May 12 meeting, BP made efforts to formally communicate its concerns with 

the Council’s decision and to show public support for Pride, in hopes that the Council would 

reverse its decision. 

37. On May 16, BP launched a petition on the website Change.org. Between May 16 and May 21, 

the petition received over 1,500 signatures, the vast majority of which were from within 

Northwestern Ontario. (The petition remains open, and as of this date, it has over 1,800 

signatures.) 

38. On May 21, BP sent the petition to the Municipality, with a covering letter asking that the 

Council reconsider its requested resolution from May 12 as well as the demands outlined in 

the petition. The covering letter was published as an open letter. 
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39. BP’s letter also discussed the discriminatory nature of the Municipality’s May 12 decision, in 

light of both the numerous support resolutions that were adopted by the Municipality in the 

past and the specific comments of the Individual Respondents. The letter repeated that Pride is 

essential, and that these visible signals of allyship are critically important for LGBTQ2 young 

people, who may be more vulnerable than their peers at this very isolated time.  

G. May 26 Meeting of Council 

40. At the May 26 meeting, Council discussed BP’s May 21 letter. The meeting was held over 

Zoom and was remotely attended by members of the public, to its capacity of 100 people.  

41. The Individual Respondents relied on procedural rules to refuse to reconsider the resolution, 

and refused to vote to reopen consideration of the resolution. 

42. During the discussion in the meeting, Councillor Dunn: 

a. Explicitly pointed out the established Tribunal jurisprudence on Pride resolutions, to 

which Mayor McQuaker accused him of “threatening” the Council;  

b. Specifically identified some of the risk factors facing LGBTQ2 young people, 

including self-harm and suicide risks compared to the general population;  

c. Outlined the importance of showing that community leaders and institutions like the 

Municipality show their support for LGBTQ2 young people;  

d. Indicated that the May 12 decision was emboldening bigotry in the community which 

could lead to hatred, violence, or harassment of LGBTQ2 people; and 

e. Questioned Councillor Boven on an article from The Banner, a publication of the 

Christian Reformed Church, which indicated that Councillor Boven had sought 

guidance from faith leaders on “serving as a person of faith in public life.”  

43. The Individual Respondents refused to consider the matter further and BP’s resolution 

remained defeated, citing “majority rules” as the basis for their decision. 
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H. Events Following May 26 Decision 

44. Shortly after the meeting, BP issued a media release expressing its disappointment in Council’s 

decision.  

45. The story was reported on by several national and regional media outlets, where Mayor 

McQuaker repeated his earlier comments about Emo’s Christian values, stating that the number 

of good Christians in the community “far out rules the gays.” Mayor McQuaker went as far as 

to say that elevated rates of suicide among LGBTQ2 youth were not an issue because he was 

not aware of any suicides in the Municipality, and denied the existence of LGBTQ2 

discrimination in the Municipality. 

3. Order Requested 

46. The Applicants seek an Order under section 45.2 of the Code: 

a. Awarding compensation to the Applicants, payable on the following basis: 

i. $15,000 from the Municipality; 

ii. $10,000 from Mayor McQuaker, personally and without recourse to the 

Municipality or its insurer; 

iii. $10,000 from Councillor Bovan, personally and without recourse to the 

Municipality or its insurer; and 

iv. $10,000 from Councillor Toles, personally and without recourse to the 

Municipality or its insurer; 

b. Requiring the Individual Respondents to enroll, attend, and complete at their own 

expense, within six (6) months, an in-person training program on diversity, inclusion, 

and human rights, with a focus on LGBTQ2 issues;  

c. Requiring each of the Individual Respondents to prepare a personal written reflection 

on LGBTQ2 rights, of at least five-hundred (500) words, within thirty (30) days of the 
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completion of the aforementioned training, to be provided to the Tribunal, the 

Applicants, and the Municipality;  

d. Requiring the Municipality to publish an unreserved apology to the community, in 

writing, within seven (7) days, in respect of their wrongful and discriminatory decision 

to refuse to recognize LGBTQ2 Pride, with such apology to be read at the next meeting 

of Council and recorded in the minutes of such meeting;  

e. Requiring the Municipality to install permanent signage at the entrance or waiting area 

of its main office affirming its obligations under the Code with specific reference to 

Code-protected bases of discrimination, with wording satisfactory to the Applicants; 

f. Requiring the Municipality to specifically address harassment and discrimination on 

the basis of sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression, and family status 

within its Code of Conduct; 

g. Requiring the Municipality to proclaim June 2020 as Pride Month in their community; 

h. Requiring the Municipality to fly, raise, or display the rainbow flag at its offices (or 

other significant municipal location) on a week chosen by BP, notwithstanding any 

policy or protocol the Municipality may have to the contrary; 

i. Requiring the Municipality to continue to proclaim June as ‘Pride Month’ in Emo 

Township in future years;  

j. Awarding costs in the Application to the Applicants; and 

k. Granting such other and further relief as the Tribunal finds just. 

4. Authority Relied On 

47. The Tribunal will be referred to the following: 

 

a. The Human Rights Code, R.S.O. 1990, c. H.19; particularly s. 1 thereof; 

b. The Municipal Act, 2001, S.O. 2001 c. 25; 
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c. The Canada Not-for-profit Corporations Act, S.C. 2009, c. 23; 

d. Township of Emo By-Law No. 2018-28, A By-law to Amend By-law 2018-06, Being a 

By-law to Establish a Code of Conduct for Members of Council; particularly Schedule 

“A” thereto; and 

e. Such other and further authorities as the Tribunal finds just. 
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